Summary
Introduction

19
Divisive normalization has been proposed as a canonical computation in the brain [1] . In these 20 models, the firing rate of an individual neuron is computed as a ratio between its response to 21 an input and the summed activity of a pool of neurons receiving similar inputs. For example, 22 activity of a visual cortex neuron f i responding to an input u i can be computed as the input 23 divided by a constant S plus a normalization factor -the sum of inputs received by the total 24 pool of neurons [1] :
Divisive normalization models such as described in equation 1 assume that the decision is made by comparing the activity in two pools of excitatory units,
72
R left and R right ( Figure 1a ). These pools receive time varying input C left and C right . In the
73
Clicks Task (below), these inputs correspond to the left and right clicks, more generally they 74 reflect the momentary evidence in favor of one choice over the other. An inhibitory gain control 75 unit G, which is driven by the total activity in the excitatory network, divisively inhibits the R 76 unit activity. The time varying dynamics of the model can be described by the following system 77 of differential equations:
A decision is formed by comparing the difference in activity δ between the two R units
. Example simulated dynamics of the R and G units for punctate inputs (of the form used in How can we quantify the integration kernel -how much each piece of evidence weighs -given 91 by a circuit that generates divisively normalized coding? We integrate the set of differential 92 equations to provide an explicit expression for the integration kernel. We first consider the 93 evolution of the difference in activity, δ, over time In particular, from equation (2) and (4), we 94 can write
where ∆C is the difference in input,
to compute the the following formal solution for δ as a function of time (for details of derivation 98 see Methods Section 4.5):
This expression shows explicitly that the activity of the network acts to integrate the inputs 100 ∆C over time, weighing each input by the integration kernel function K(t, t ). Importantly,
101
K(t, t ) represents the degree to which evidence ∆C at time t contributes to the decision.
102
While clearly not a closed form expression for the integration kernel (notably K(t, t ) still 
106
The exponential function is increasing over time, and since G is increasing with time ( Figure   107 1b)), the inverse of G is decreasing over time. Under the right conditions, the product of these 108 increasing and decreasing functions can produce a bump shaped kernel, Figure 2a right panel.
109
More intuitively, we can consider integration kernel as being affected by two processes: the 110 leaky integration in R and the increasing inhibition by G. If we consider the start of the train 111 of clicks when G is small, the model acts as a leaky integrator (equation (2)), which creates a 112 recency bias since earlier evidence is 'forgotten' through the leak. Over time, as G unit activity 113 increases, G exerts an increasing inhibition on R, and when inhibition overcomes the leaky 114 integration, later evidence was weighed less than the preceding evidence.
115
These intuitions suggest that the shape of the integration kernel is determined by a balance 116 between how fast the leaky integration in R happens (the rate of R) and how fast the inhibitory
117
G activity grows (the rate of G). These two rates are determined by the the inverse of the time 118 constants τ R and τ G respectively -i.e. when τ is large, the rate is slow. The balance between 119 the rate of R and the rate of G can then be described as the ratio τ R /τ G -i.e. when τ R is 120 larger than τ G , R activity is slower than G activity, and similarly; when τ R is smaller than τ G ,
121
R activity is faster than G activity. Simulations of primacy, bump, flat, and recency integration kernels using decreasing log ratios of τ R and τ G to demonstrate that the shape of the integration kernel is determined by a balance between the rate of the leaky integration in R and the rate of the G inhibition.
R and the rate of G, we simulated the integration kernel using different τ R /τ G ratios, and show 124 that integration kernel shape changes from primacy, to bump, to flat, and then to recency as 125 τ R /τ G decreases (Figure 2b ). When τ R /τ G is much larger than 1, rate of integration is much 126 slower than rate of inhibition by G. This inhibition suppresses input from later evidence, thus 127 producing a primacy kernel. As τ R /τ G decreases towards one -τ R decreases and τ G increases,
128
inhibition slows down and allows for leaky integration to happen, thus producing a bump kernel.
129
When τ R /τ G reaches one, i.e. the two rates balances out, a flat kernel is generated. 
145
We quantified the integration kernel, i.e. the impact of every click on choice, with logistic 146 regression in which the probability of choosing left on trial t was given by
where ∆C i was difference between left and right for the the ith click (i.e. ∆C i = ∆C left,i − showed that the middle of the kernel was significantly higher than either the beginning or the 153 end of the click (3rd-9th clicks were higher than the 1st click, and 10th-12th clicks were higher 154 than 16th-20th clicks, p < 0.00001), which indicated that on average participants tended to 155 weigh the middle of the click train more than the beginning or the end, forming a 'bump' shaped 156 kernel (Figure 3c ). This uneven kernel shape contributed as a source of approximately 27% of 157 the total errors in participants' choices (see Supplementary Materials S1 and Figure S1 ).
158
To explore individual differences in integration kernels, we furthered quantified the shape of To investigate whether our divisive model could account for the range of integration kernels ob-166 served in human behavior, we fit the model to participants' choices using a maximum likelihood 167 approach. To fit the model to human behavior we assumed that a choice is made by comparing 168 the activity in the two R units (i.e., δ = R left − R right ) with some noise, parameterized by σ, 169 and an overall side bias (i.e. overall bias to either left or right). We also added an additional 170 offset parameter µ to the kernel. With equation (8), the probability of choosing left is given by
We computed the probability of a choice on a given trial at t = T , where T is the time at the the four types of kernel. We therefore examined the fitted parameter values in terms of τ R /τ G .
184
As shown in Figure 4c log(τ R /τ G ) is significantly different across kernel shapes (one-way ANOVA
185
F (3, 129) = 25.06, p = 8 × 10 −13 ). In particular, post-hoc Tukey test showed that log(τ R /τ G )
186
in participants with bump, primacy, and flat kernels are significantly different from each other.
187
Participants with bump or primacy kernels also have a significantly different log(τ R /τ G ) from e.g. in our task, if the accumulator activity is larger than the bias, the model chooses left.
200
Later work added a 'memory parameter' λ to describe the extent to which the model is or decreases (φ < 1) with the number of clicks that were previously on the same side; and 2) a 212 time constant τ φ , that determines how quickly the adapted impact recovers to 1.
213
Overall the Brunton model has six free parameters -neuronal noise, memory noise, bound, 214 two parameters controlling sensory adaptation, and bias. We fit these parameters using the 215 maximum likelihood procedure described in [10] and following code from [16] . We generated 216 choices for each participant using the best fitting parameters, and computed an integration 217 kernel for each participant using these model generated choices.
218
We found that divisive normalization can account for the behavioral data as well as the in Figure 1 . However, the dynamics of the Wang model and the way it makes decisions are quite 276 different. In particular, the mutual inhibition is calibrated in such a way that the Wang network 277 has two stable attractor states corresponding to the outputs of the decision (e.g. left or right).
278
The input, combined with the dynamics of the network, pushes the network into one of the two in the 'correct' ear. The correct side was determined with a fixed 50% probability.
302
Participants performed the task on a desktop computer, while wearing headphones, and
303
were positioned in chin rests to facilitate eye-tracking and pupillometry. They were instructed 304 to fixate on a symbol displayed in the center of the screen, where response and outcome feedback 305 was also displayed during trials, and made responses using a standard keyboard. Participants 306 played until they made 500 correct responses or 50 minutes of total experiment time was reached. 
308
Psychometric curves show the probability of the participant responding leftward as a function
309
of the difference between the number of left clicks and the number of right clicks C lef t − C right .
310
The identical procedure was used to produce model-predicted curves, where the model-predicted 311 probability of choice on each trial was used instead of the participants' responses. The model and the dynamical equations for R and G are described in the main text. These are 321 reproduced here:
From equation (1) we can consider how the difference in activity δ(t) = R left (t) − R right (t) 324 changes over time:
where ∆C(t) = C left (t) − C right (t) describes the difference in input over time.
326
To derive a formal expression for the kernel function, we integrate equation (3) using the 327 ansatz:
Taking the derivative of (4) and multiplying both sides with τ R , we get:
Combining equations (3), (4), and (5), we get:
Integrating equation (7) we get:
Substituting equation (8) back into equation (4), we get
Data availability
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S1 Errors contributed by uneven integration kernel
469
To understand how much error an uneven integration kernel introduces, we estimated error 470 rates using simulations that keep the uneven integration kernel as the only source of error.
471
We first used logistic regression to estimate the regression weights of each click for each 472 participant, as described in Main Text equation (9), with the equation replicated here:
is the weight of the ith click on choice, and β bias is the weight of an overall side bias (i.e.
474
the weight of always choosing left).
475
We then simulated participants' choices by reversing the logistic regression -for each 476 participant, using the estimated betas, we computed p left , the probability of that participant 477 choosing left on a given trial, using the same equation (equation (1)). We then reproduced the 478 participant's choices by randomly drawing from a binomial distribution with the computed p left 479 for each trial.
480
Then we compared the error rate of the simulated choices to participants' actual choices.
481
We showed in the rightmost two data points in Figure S1 that we reproduced the same total 482 error rate in simulations using the original estimated regression weights (20.6%) as the total 483 error rate in human participants' data (20.2%).
484
We then removed the overall side bias by setting β side to be zero. We also removed overall 485 noise by making the choices deterministic. 
488
If logit(p left ) is equal to zero, then flip a coin with 50% probability. By removing these other 489 sources of errors, we asked how much errors the uneven integration kernel shape contributes to.
490
We showed that an uneven integration kernel shape contributed to 5.5% error rate ( Figure S1 ),
491
which accounted for 27.2% of the total error rate. We also showed that by removing the uneven 492 integration kernel, simulations showed zero error rates.
493
Figure S1: Error rates from simulated choices compared to human participants. From left to right: error rates of simulated choices with 1) no suboptimalities, 2) only uneven integration kernel, and 3) original betas, and error rate of human participants.
To categorize the kernel for each participant into one of the four shapes, we fit polynomial is located later than the 18th click; (4) bump: kernel that did not meet the previous three 511 criteria (i.e. kernel was best fit with quadratic function and was neither primacy nor recency).
512
Individual integration kernels and their categorizations are plotted in Figure S2 . S3 Individual plots of integration kernels and psychometric curves 514 generated by divisive normalization 515 Figure S3 : Individual integration kernels generated by divisive normalization compared to human integration kernels. Figure S4 : Individual psychometric curves generated by divisive normalization compared to human psychometric curves. 
λ acts to maintain the memory of the evidence estimate. When memory is subtractive (λ < 0),
528
DDM becomes leaky and earlier evidence is 'forgotten' and thus weighed less, creating a recency 529 bias. When memory is additive (λ > 0), accumulator activity drifts exponentially over time,
530
and the direction of the drift is determined by the initial stimulus, thus creating a primacy 531 effect. When λ = 0, LCA (equation (4)) reduces to standard DDM (equation (3)).
532
We fitted the standard DDM without bound to participants' choices using a maximum 533 likelihood approach. An analytical solution of the probability of choosing a certain side exists 534 for DDM without bound under fixed decision time protocol [22] . Specifically, assuming the 535 probability distribution of the initial accumulator state is Gaussian (with initial mean µ 0 and 536 initial variance v 0 ), the probability distribution of the accumulator state at the end of the 537 stimulus train is also Gaussian, and the mean and variance can be computed analytically.
538
Thus, the probability of choosing one side is the cumulative normal distribution.
539
We used maximum likelihood approach to fit these five parameters in LCA: initial mean µ 0 , 540 initial variance v 0 , memory noise λ, noise σ, and an overall bias. We generated choices from 541 the model using best fitting parameters. Integration kernels from DDM can be reconstructed 542 by regressing the stimulus onto model generated choices using logistic regression (equation (9)). 
548
The first is a 'sticky' bound -that is, a decision is made either at the end of the stimulus 549 train, or at the time when the accumulator hits the bound, depending on which event happens that determines how quickly the adapted impact recovers to 1.
555
Figure S7: Brunton 6 param DDM fits.
To fit the Brunton el al. model, the probability distribution of accumulator state evolves 556 over time following a similar logic to the standard DDM. To model the bound in the probability 557 distribution space, a 'sticky' bound is added to DDM such that when the probability mass hits 558 the bound, it sticks to the bound. The evolution of the probability distribution for each trial 559 has to be computed numerically, until the end of the stimulus. 
S6 Attractor space of divisive normalization
575
We show that there is one attractor in the A-G space where A is the total network activity:
Since with our experimental design, there is always a click input at each time point (so 577 either C left = 1 or C right = 1), the sum of inputs into the network is constant at 1 over time.
578
Thus, the set of differential equations for the A-G space are:
Analytically, a full proof for the existence of a unique equilibrium point that is asymptotically 581 stable for general families of this set of differential equations was provided by Louie, et al. [8] .
582
Numerically, we produce plots of vector field and model trajectory to demonstrate the stable 583 equilibrium point for divisive normalization in the A-G space ( Figure S10 ). 
